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PROGRAM AGENDAPROGRAM AGENDA

MINI SUMMIT I: TRAINING ON COMPLIANCE AND MINI SUMMIT I: TRAINING ON COMPLIANCE AND 
ETHICS BASICS ETHICS BASICS ---- PROGRAM BASICSPROGRAM BASICS

The Basics of a Compliance Program: The Global Standard for 
Effective Programs 
The Role of Values Based Ethics in a Compliance Program 
The Role of Governance, Decision Making and Escalation 
The Roles and Responsibilities of the Compliance Officer
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Introduction: Compliance RisksIntroduction: Compliance Risks

The pharmaceutical industry presents one of the most 
complex operating and regulatory environments in any 
industry
There is potential corporate liability for employee or third 
party agent misconduct, which may have a significant 
impact on reputation
Also stakeholders expect that financial, legal, and 
reputational risks will be managed effectively
In the case of a compliance violation, it is essential for a 
company to demonstrate that
–

 

Such an event was purely exceptional, or happens very infrequently
–

 

A compliance progam is in place which is capable of preventing,

 
detecting, and responding to violations
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Increasing Government ExpectationsIncreasing Government Expectations

Increasing expectations from governments worldwide that 
global companies manage risk effectively through 
compliance programs

Governments expect compliance programs to be designed, 
implemented, reviewed, and revised, as appropriate, in an 
effective manner

This means more than a paper program and must include 
adequate procedures to prevent, detect, and respond to 
potential wrongdoing

Standards are evolving and are being raised
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Evolving Risks of NonEvolving Risks of Non--ComplianceCompliance
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What are the potential risks of non-compliance?

−

 

Criminal, civil, and administrative liability for acts of the company and its 
employees

−

 

Liability for senior managers and board members who are in a position 
to prevent, detect, and respond to violations, but fail to do so

−

 

Law suits by private parties, including patients, investors, and

 
government payors

−

 

Debarment from doing business with governments or trading on stock 
exchanges

−

 

Loss of trust among physicians, patients, investors, and payors

−

 

Negative effect on share price

−

 

Tarnished public image and reputation

−

 

Increased scrutiny by regulators and stakeholders in the future



The Basics of a Compliance The Basics of a Compliance 
Program: The Global Standard for Program: The Global Standard for 

Effective ProgramsEffective Programs
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IntroductionIntroduction

What are the key elements of an effective 
compliance program today?
Have these key elements evolved in practice 
since the OIG published its 2003 Compliance 
Program Guidance for Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturers? 
How do we document evidence of their 
implementation, and more importantly, 
evidence of their effectiveness?
How can we be ready in a “click” to show the 
effectiveness of the program in a structured 
and documented way?



1.

 

Written Policies & Procedures
2.

 

Designation of a Compliance 
Officer and a Compliance 
Committee

3.

 

Conducting Effective Training and 
Education

4.

 

Developing Effective Lines of 
Communication

5.

 

Auditing & Monitoring
6.

 

Enforcing Standards through Well-
 

Publicized Disciplinary Guidelines
7.

 

Responding to Detected Problems 
and Developing Corrective Action 
Initiatives

OIGOIG’’s 7 Elements of an Effective s 7 Elements of an Effective 
Compliance Program: a Summary Compliance Program: a Summary 

2003 Compliance Program Guidance 

 
for Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 



Other Key 
Component driving 
Effectiveness

Evidence of Implementation Evidence of Effectiveness



Examples - Other 
Key Component 
driving 
Effectiveness

Evidence of Implementation Evidence of Effectiveness

Culture of Compliance & Ethics

Tone @ the Top

Business accountability

Evolution of the role of 
Compliance to “business 
partner and enabler”

Compliance in performance 
evaluations

Integration of compliance 
function in business strategy 
setting 

Contract management 
(contractual clauses, templates) 

3rd Party Program

Guidance for alliances and joint 
ventures

Pre-acquisition due diligence 
and post-acquisition integration

Compliance considerations in 
electronic systems and 
processes



The Role of Values Based Ethics in The Role of Values Based Ethics in 
a Compliance Programa Compliance Program
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What IS Values Based Ethics?What IS Values Based Ethics?

Knowing the “right thing to do”

Having an internal compass that says how to act / 
react in each situation

Not needing to be told what the boundaries are, 
because this is obvious
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Is the “right thing”
 

always clear / obvious?



Compliance SpectrumCompliance Spectrum

Values based culture
Core values are codified
Everyone knows what the 
values are
The values are applied with 
judgement
Non-compliance occurs 
when the values are unclear, 
people have been 
insufficiently trained or 
deliberately choose not to 
comply
Small compliance 
organisation needed to 
monitor / control
Everyone becomes their 
own Compliance Officer
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Rules based culture
Every possible allowed / not 
allowed action codified (in 
theory)
Everyone knows what the 
rules are
The rules are followed 
(almost) blindly
Non-compliance occurs 
when the rules are unclear, 
people have been 
insufficiently trained or 
deliberately choose not to 
comply
Large compliance 
organisation needed to 
monitor / control



Why canWhy can’’t we just have Rules?t we just have Rules?

The law in many countries has been evolving for over 500 
years

The law is always at least one step behind the wrongdoers

The complex structure of laws, regulations, industry body 
codes of practice, and internal codes of conduct, policies, 
procedures and guidance make it difficult for individuals to 
always know ALL the applicable rules

It is not possible to write down everything that is, or is not, 
allowed

There will always be some ambiguity of language or 
interpretation
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Why canWhy can’’t we just have Values?t we just have Values?

Values are highly personal to individuals / companies

It is difficult to codify values accurately and unambiguously

Values need to be applied with judgement, which also 
differs between individuals, often based on their experience

It is impractical to hold people to account for not living up to
their own, or their organization’s values
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Compliance Programs Must Rely on Compliance Programs Must Rely on 
Having Clear Rules AND Clear ValuesHaving Clear Rules AND Clear Values

How many cases do you know of where the accused pointed to 
the rules and said what they were doing was allowed by the 
rules?

How many times have you heard senior managers ask why 
individuals did not know that certain behaviour was wrong 
(even though it was not expressly forbidden in the rules)?

So, how can you ensure that an organisation of thousands of 
individuals has both clear rules and clear values, and that 
everyone within the organisation understands them and will 
comply?

Does the “red face test” really work?

Will individuals still get it wrong with greater emphasis on 
values based ethics?
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What are the lessons learned?What are the lessons learned?

April 2014 – Pfizer to pay $190m to resolve an antitrust 
lawsuit first filed in 2002 (Neurontin)
April 2014 – GSK investigates bribery allegations in 
Jordan, Lebanon, Poland, as well as China
April 2014 – Takeda & Eli Lilly ordered to pay $9bn 
when US jury found they had “failed to adequately 
warn” about the bladder cancer risks (Actos)
April 2014 – Novartis announces changes to senior 
management in Japan and investigates internal 
allegations of impropriety regarding clinical trials – “our 
company culture…in Japan needs to change urgently”

Were the rules clear?
Were the values clear?
Were these “exceptional cases”

 
where a few individuals 

chose to ignore both the rules and the values?
17



SummarySummary

Just because your competitor is doing 
something, that does not mean that you can 
or should do the same

…and…
Just because you can do something, that 
does not mean that you should do it (The 
Jurassic Park Question)



The Role of Governance, Decision The Role of Governance, Decision 
Making and Escalation Making and Escalation 
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What is Governance?What is Governance?

Corporate governance has been defined as “the 
system by which companies are directed and 
controlled” (Cadbury Report, UK, 1992), or
-

 

the system of checks and balances, or
-

 

the system of risk controls

Organisational governance relates to the 
structures, hierarchies, policies, procedures, and 
internal controls within the organisation
Often mentioned in context of “tone from the top”; 
what about “tone in the middle” and “tone at the 
bottom”?
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Linking Governance, Compliance and Linking Governance, Compliance and 
AssuranceAssurance

Having an effective ethics and compliance 
programme is essential to minimising risk and can 
play a significant part in maintaining and building 
reputation and bringing competitive advantage
All companies should have an effective assurance 
programme, usually run by an internal audit function, 
to assure senior management and the board of the 
effectiveness of the checks and balances, or risk 
controls
As stated in an earlier section, effective risk 
management can help to reduce the impact when 
wrongdoing does occur



DecisionDecision--MakingMaking

How do you make decisions?
-

 

Completely “gut feel”?
-

 

Completely “evidence based”? (based on which metrics?) –

 
see later session on analytics

-

 

A combination of the two?
-

 

A different method?
-

 

Do you think that making decisions is not part of your role?
Who do you seek out for guidance or advice?
-

 

Legal
-

 

Head of HR?
-

 

Head of Medical?
-

 

Head of Finance?
How are decisions typically taken in your organisation?
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EscalationEscalation

How do you know what to escalate and when?
Does your organisation have guidance for 
escalation, perhaps based on:
-

 

Patient safety risk, e.g. minor injury, major injury, death
-

 

Seniority of individuals involved
-

 

Amount of money that might be involved
-

 

Potential reputational damage, e.g. local, regional, global

Do you know how to escalate?
-

 

Within Compliance organisation
-

 

Within Business Units

If you do escalate something, what support will you 
get / how will senior management react?
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Organisational Power and PoliticsOrganisational Power and Politics

“Power” refers to the capacity that A has to 
influence the behaviour of B so that B does 
something he or she would not otherwise 
do
Typical sources of power include:
-

 
Reference / respect, e.g. a respected former 
colleague or senior leader

-
 

Hierarchical or legitimate power (managers)
-

 
Expertise (knowledge / strength of 
arguments)

-
 

Ability to reward (often hierarchical)
-

 
Ability to punish (often hierarchical)
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Descriptive Model of Political BehaviourDescriptive Model of Political Behaviour
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Politically Aware

Acting with
Integrity

Politically Unaware

Psychological
Game Playing

Fox Owl

LambDonkey

“wise”“clever”

“inept” “innocent”

Source: Baddeley & James, 1987



SummarySummary

Understand the governance structures 
within your organisation, including the 
“tones”
Enlist core functions / individuals to help 
with decision-making
Know what to escalate, how and when
Cultivate political allies to help you 
influence appropriately
Try to be more of a wise owl and less of an 
innocent lamb led to slaughter!
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The Roles and Responsibilities of The Roles and Responsibilities of 
the Compliance Officerthe Compliance Officer
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Compliance Officer ResponsibilitiesCompliance Officer Responsibilities
Be Informed
−

 

Know and understand applicable laws, codes, and company policies
−

 

Understand, and ensure company’s compliance with, local laws in 
the markets where you work

Be a Resource
−

 

Help instruct new and current employees on company policies
−

 

Be prepared to answer questions from employees on company 
policies and compliance generally

−

 

Anticipate the business needs that may require your advice and 
guidance

−

 

Work with the business to help it achieve its objectives in accordance 
with company values and ethics

Be Vigilant
−

 

Identify potential compliance concerns before they arise and be 
proactive in raising and addressing them

−

 

Report concerns about improper activity by any employee or HCP
−

 

Identify lack of awareness of company policies and act to rectify
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Roles and Responsibilities of the Roles and Responsibilities of the 
Compliance OfficerCompliance Officer

Compliance is responsible for the implementation and 
functioning of the compliance program that prevents, 
detects, and responds to potential violations of 
company policies; this includes clear policies, effective 
training, monitoring and auditing, and effective 
responses to incidents
Resource for the Business
−

 
Respond to questions and advise the business on 
compliance policies, needs assessments, process 
flows and template agreements

−
 

Respond to specific questions about compliance 
related issues, HCP interactions, and sponsorships, 
grants and other support
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Roles and Responsibilities of the Roles and Responsibilities of the 
Compliance OfficerCompliance Officer

Enable Compliance Operations
Training and Counseling
−

 

Help instruct new and current employees on 
−

 

Be prepared to answer compliance questions from 
employees 

−

 

Anticipate the business needs that may require your 
advice and guidance

−

 

Work with the business to help it achieve its objectives in 
accordance with company values and ethics

Oversight
−

 

Identify potential compliance concerns before they arise 
and be proactive in raising and addressing them

−

 

Report concerns about improper activity 
−

 

Identify lack of awareness of company policies and act to 
rectify
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Defining Roles and Responsibilities for Defining Roles and Responsibilities for 
Legal and ComplianceLegal and Compliance--Working TogetherWorking Together

Key element of successful implementation is collaboration 
between Legal  and Compliance
For  areas where Legal has primary lead, Compliance 
should refer issues to Legal
For areas where Compliance has primary lead, Legal 
should refer issues to Compliance
Approach enables consistency, builds teamwork, and 
reduces opinion shopping
Key is developing the relationship on a one on one basis 
with Lawyers and Compliance Officers
Compliance and Legal even if separate organizations, but 
must always be closely aligned
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What Does Success Look LikeWhat Does Success Look Like
Individual and collective ownership of ethics and compliance 
expectations 

Ethics and compliance expectations that are integrated into 
the day-to-day operations of the business

A culture where employees reject unethical behavior and 
take responsibility themselves for ensuring that the 
company achieves its business and commercial objectives 
the right way
Effective and close collaboration between Legal and 
Compliance with clear roles and responsibilities
A compliance program that can demonstrate effectiveness 
in implementation  
Compliance officer involvement and commitment to make 
this happen
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The Basics of The Basics of 
Disclosure/Transparency Disclosure/Transparency 
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Transparency Regulations: Fundamental Transparency Regulations: Fundamental 
ElementsElements

Jurisdiction/ Regulatory body?
US, France, Slovakia : Law/ UK, Netherlands, 

Europe, Japan, Australia: Industry Code
Timing?
Scope? (HCPs/HCOs)
Scope of transactions? HCOs: Granular 

payments,      HCPs :Aggregate payments? , all 
payments or value exchanges? , some exceptions 
(trivial transfers below threshold)?
Threshold?
Unique ID?
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Important ConsiderationsImportant Considerations
The proliferation of these regulations is prompting life
sciences companies to consider important questions, such as:

Will more laws/regulations be passed? Where? When?
How should we address the new laws? Should we implement a global

solution, or should each country’s offices manage efforts locally?
How much can we leverage the systems and data investments made 

in the U.S. and other countries to develop global capabilities?
What controls should we put in place to make certain that the data we 

are collecting is complete and accurate?
Who in our organization should own this responsibility?
What are other organizations doing?

35

Global HCP/O transparency continuum
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By 2015, over 70% of pharmaceutical sales will occur in By 2015, over 70% of pharmaceutical sales will occur in 
countries with HCP Transparency regulations!countries with HCP Transparency regulations!



Similarities and NuancesSimilarities and Nuances
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Similarities Nuances



Local or Global Solution?Local or Global Solution?

There is a great deal of redundancy in the data, IT 
capabilities and processes required to meet the disclosure 
requirements by each country with applicable regulations. 

This redundancy has led many companies to begin 
development or consider future development of a center of 
excellence with shared capabilities to service several or all 
countries with HCP’s transparency requirements within a 
company.

Any further opportunity to coordinate across the industry to 
develop data, IT capabilities and operations which can be 
shared by multiple companies??
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What Can Be Centralized?What Can Be Centralized?
1. Monitor environment for new regulations
2. Interpret disclosure regulations and translate into system requirements
3. Define/update guidelines or policies, business processes and standard 
operating procedures (SOPs)
4. Train individuals on new policies, procedures and SOPs
5. Build technology capabilities based on approved requirements
6. Enter HCP/O spend data entry into source systems
7. Monitor data quality
8. Correct data errors in source systems
9. Maintain HCP/O master data
10. Develop and execute communication plan
11. Execute/produce draft disclosure reports
12. Review disclosure reports prior to submission internally
13. Review HCP spend data with HCPs and make updates to data, if

 
needed
14. Submit disclosure report (or post on web)
15. Support technology

39
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OWNERSHIP
 ?



Questions?Questions?
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PROGRAM AGENDAPROGRAM AGENDA
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The Basics of AnticorruptionThe Basics of Anticorruption
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The EnvironmentThe Environment

FCPA: Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (1977)
OECD anti-bribery convention (1997)
UN CAC: UN convention against corruption 
(2003)
Directive 2001/83/EC (article 94)
UK Bribery Act 2010
In US - Other statutes provide federal 
prosecution of violations of state anti-bribery 
statutes
OUS - Local anti-bribery legislations



“It is unlawful to bribe government officials to 
obtain or retain business”

Three key questions
Who?

Any official of a state-owned business

Why? 
To induce an official to use his/her influence improperly 
to affect or influence any act or decision.  No need of 
success.

How much? 
Anything of value in cash or kind



What is Corruption?What is Corruption?
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The misuse 
of entrusted 

power for 
private gain

Definition by Transparency International TI



Sales and tender intermediaries
Vendors as Event Planners, CROs, etc

Logistics intermediaries
Joint ventures & Acquisitions

Third Parties

Tender Committees members
Product & Site regulators

Health Economics & 
Pricing authorities

Policymakers
Former government employees

Hospitality
Fees for Services

Educational Grants
Medical Education Programs

Patients Organizations Support
Market research

Research: IIS, studies, surveys

Where Should We Focus?Where Should We Focus?
Value transfer Sensitive GOs



Why?
Clear business needs
Objective

Who?
Fair Selection Criteria
How much?

Modesty
Frequency
Proportionality
Fair Market Value
Proof of activity

How Can We Mitigate Risk?How Can We Mitigate Risk?

Right Intent Transparency

Standards
Approval process
Documentation

Value transfer tracking
Escalation

Perception
Authorities
Public
“Media” Test



Congress Appropriate Location?Congress Appropriate Location?
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From: Franchise Director
To: District Manager, Sales Representative

OK

From: District Manager 
To: Franchise Director

OK. Please accept this –

 

she is the main decision maker in tenders.

-----Original Message-----
From: Sales Representative
To: District Manager
Cc: Franchise Director

Please give your OK to financing the training: „Procedures for the award of public contracts –

 

practical 
aspects”. Venue –

 

AB (a ski resort). Ms. XY –

 

the Head of the Public Procurement Department in hospital 
C. Training cost –

 

2,000. 

This is a part of the post-tender obligations to be fulfilled, tender won for 2 years.

Thank

 

you.

Example: Example: 
Email exchange between employeesEmail exchange between employees



Focus on principles: People follow 
people….

Tone at the Top
Compliance is the responsibility of every individual

Everyone can contribute in their own way
Everyone can make a personal commitment

No need to wait for processes
Ethical business is the only sustainable business 



Conducting Effective ThirdConducting Effective Third--Party Party 
Due DiligenceDue Diligence
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Third Party RisksThird Party Risks----OverviewOverview
Under many anti-corruption laws third parties who are acting 
on behalf of a company may create liability for a company if 
the third party engages in improper conduct
A key test in determining liability is did the company know, or 
should it, through the exercise of due diligence, have known 
of that the third party would engage in improper conduct
Conducting due diligence on third parties and engaging in 
proper oversight are key elements of any effective 
compliance program
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Third Party DiligenceThird Party Diligence

Risk Assessment
The third party framework should be based upon a risk 

assessment of how the company conducts business, how, 
when, where, and why it uses third parties, and how it 
supervises the work of those third parties
The first step to implementing any due diligence review is a 
well considered cost/benefit analysis and risk assessment of 
the hiring, retention, and oversight of third parties.  
A comprehensive risk assessment serves as the cornerstone 
of the design and operation of the third party due diligence 
review procedure, as it informs such key program design 
questions such as the scope, intensity, resources, 
organization and controls in the review
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Third Party DiligenceThird Party Diligence
Heightened Review for Third Parties “In Scope”

For those third parties “in scope,” a review should 
follow, both in vetting for suitability and risk signs and in 
overseeing their work
Common elements that should be present in any 
effective procedure:
-

 

Ask preliminary questions on a variety of relevant issues, 
including, but not limited to, qualification to perform the 
work, staffing, level of experience, references, and 
company history.  These responses are typically provided 
by the third party in a written questionnaire

-

 

Conduct reference checks with other parties with whom the 
third party conducts business

-

 

Conduct background search for news concerning the third 
party’s prior conduct, as well as the conduct of the third 
party’s owners, officers, directors, senior management, and 
those executives who are principally involved in the 
relationship with the company 

-

 

Document results 
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Addressing Warning SignsAddressing Warning Signs
During any review, be alert for the classic warning signs 
of corruption, such as excessive requests for 
compensation, substantial amounts sought in advance, 
payments going to third parties subcontractors, 
payment only upon “success,” or involvement of 
government officials in the company or its operations
If there are still questions or unresolved warning signs, 
leave open the option of a further review with additional 
follow up questions and due diligence review relating to 
actual or possible problems
If warning signs cannot be resolved, decline to begin a 
relationship with a new third party or terminate its 
relationship with an existing third party
Companies may seek to address potential warning 
signs -- if possible and prudent -- through enhanced 
reporting, more training, a more robust compliance 
program for the third party, anti-corruption contract 
clauses, more auditing, ongoing monitoring, and/or 
other risk mitigation strategies 
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Dealing with Third Party RisksDealing with Third Party Risks

Standard Contractual Provisions
-

 

Model contractual language with anti-corruption representations and 
warranties

-

 

Payment restrictions (check/wire only; no third-party payees or 
countries)

-

 

Finite contract term (1-2 years) 

-

 

Right to terminate and indemnification 

-

 

Audit rights
Annual Certifications
-

 

Not a foreign official or affiliated or related to a foreign official

-

 

Abide by anti-corruption laws, including local laws

-

 

Has not previously engaged in questionable conduct and will not in the 
future 

-

 

Is prohibited from making improper payments
Periodic Audits
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Monitoring and Auditing Third PartiesMonitoring and Auditing Third Parties

Include a systematic and consistent way to monitor, audit, 
and review third party relationships
Monitoring may be built into a company’s internal controls 
through its finance function (i.e., a reconciliation of expenses
and reimbursement claims against contractually required 
documentation and supporting documentation)
Another control is to identify a person within the company 
who is designated as the point of contact with the third party 
and manages the relationship between the company and the 
third party
Also establish a written audit plan that is based on a 
reasonable sample of third parties, that considers the nature 
of the third parties’ activities, and the risks inherent in specific 
countries or regions where corruption risks with the use of 
third parties are greater
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Developing Effective Developing Effective 
Commercial/Medical Boundaries in Commercial/Medical Boundaries in 

Interactions with HCPs Interactions with HCPs 
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Key Issues on Medical/Commercial Key Issues on Medical/Commercial 
InteractionsInteractions

Scrutiny of relationships involving commercial and 
medical activities has increased worldwide as regulators 
and other stakeholders have become concerned about 
the integrity of pharmaceutical product manufacturer 
marketing, education, research, and publication 
practices 
These activities potentially implicate many international 
and local laws and professional standards governing 
product promotion, bribery and corruption, unfair 
competition, and research  
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Areas of Medical ResponsibilityAreas of Medical Responsibility

Clinical research, compassionate use/expanded 
access, publications, and educational support strategy 
and planning, as well as for any other non-promotional 
activities with medical content 
Medical activity budgets for medical education funding, 
sponsorships of HCPs to attend medical or scientific 
meetings, charitable donations 
Medical employee and Consultant compensation and 
evaluations should not be tied directly to the volume of 
product sales or delivery of promotional messages
Medical personnel should not report directly to 
commercial
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Commercial Involvement in Medical Commercial Involvement in Medical 
ActivitiesActivities

Commercial personnel should not formally or informally 
direct or influence medical activities, except in clearly 
defined circumstances 
Commercial personnel may provide high-level input in 
identifying areas of educational need or charitable 
donations  and regarding research budgeting and 
overall priorities  
Commercial personnel may provide administrative 
assistance to medical projects under the supervision of 
medical
Unless solicited by medical, commercial personnel 
should not play a direct role in soliciting, identifying, or 
reviewing potential individuals or institutions for medical 
consulting or grant-making activities
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Medical CommunicationsMedical Communications

Medical communications with external parties should 
primarily focus on scientific, medical or educational content
Delivery of commercial messages or materials in conjunction 
with medical communications is inappropriate
Commercial personnel and Consultants should not respond 
to questions about unapproved uses of products or any other 
product; such questions should be referred to medical for 
appropriate follow-up
Commercial should refer all requests for clinical, 
pharmacoeconomic, and other technical information from 
insurers/payors/government purchasers or evaluators to 
medical
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Interactions with HCPsInteractions with HCPs

Commercial influence or control over medical consulting and grant-
making activities may lead to the perception that such payments are 
being used improperly
Medical consulting relationships, grants, and/or advisory board 
meetings should be offered only to those individuals or institutions 
that meet a pre-defined need, and should never be offered to enable 
or facilitate the delivery of a promotional message.  
Commercial should have no role in funding, convening, or selecting 
medical Consultants or advisors, other than in limited circumstances 
constituting legitimate market research or when commercial 
participation is justified by the objective of the discussion in
accordance with the needs assessment for the activity
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Clinical ResearchClinical Research

Inappropriate commercial influence over research activities may lead 
to concern among regulators and other stakeholders that a company 
is compromising the scientific basis for the research, compromising 
patient benefit, and using research as a means to reap commercial 
benefit or advantages from Healthcare Professionals, and thereby
undermining the legitimacy of the resulting data
Commercial should have no role in developing clinical study 
protocols, recruiting  patients, providing experimental drugs, 
developing or analyzing data, retaining clinical trial Consultants or 
contract research organizations, or drafting clinical study reports or 
study publications
All human interventional and non-interventional clinical research, as 
well as non-clinical research, should be overseen by the appropriate 
medical function without commercial input in respect of study design, 
unless otherwise justified by medical
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Scientific Publication ActivitiesScientific Publication Activities

Medical should be responsible for scientific publication activities, which should be 
independent of commercial control or influence
Commercial control or influence over otherwise legitimate scientific publications 
may lead to scrutiny from regulators and other stakeholders, particularly where 
those publications discuss investigational products or unapproved uses of 
products
Commercial influence may lead to a perception of bias, raising concerns that 
scientific publications are promotional in nature, lack quality and objectivity, or 
potentially mislead Healthcare Professionals, patients, and government evaluators
A clear distinction  should be made between bona fide scientific publications (e.g., 
poster presentations created by Medical personnel) and those intended to be 
promotional in nature (e.g., promotional monographs developed by a marketing 
vendor)
Any scientific publications intended for distribution through a promotional channel 
(e.g., via the sales force) should be subject to internal pre-review and approval for 
such use
Undisclosed financial, editorial, or technical support (ghostwriting) by any  
employee or vendor acting on a company’s behalf should not be permitted
Funding for scientific publication activities should come from Medical budgets, 
separate from Commercial control or influence
Commercial should not be involved in the authorship, review, or approval of 
scientific publications or presentations
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The Role of Analytics in The Role of Analytics in 
Monitoring and Program OversightMonitoring and Program Oversight
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How Effective is your Compliance How Effective is your Compliance 
Program?Program?

Develop evaluation process / checklist, based on 
the “seven elements” and other relevant points
Develop measurable goals and benchmarks with 
senior managers
Set up a system to measure goals achievement
Involve the Board in creating the program
Regularly update the Board – risks, audits and 
investigations
Investigate why goals are not met (if they are not)
Assess funding levels and support for the program



About Analytics / MetricsAbout Analytics / Metrics

Snapshot in time
Several snapshots give trends over time
Show whether or not we’re achieving our goals
Tell us where to take action / put the emphasis
May tell us what action to take
Rounded perspective – whole company / whole 
compliance program
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What Tools are Available?What Tools are Available?

Any tool that can be used to turn data into 
useful, insightful information:
-

 
Complex, expensive computer systems

-
 

Data warehouses / data marts
-

 
Access databases

-
 

Excel spreadsheets
-

 
Paper based tools

Use your company’s existing tools to begin 
with, then define new ones as your 
confidence grows
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What to Measure?What to Measure?

Define the goal as accurately and specifically 
as possible:
-

 
Understand which area of compliance program has 
most violations

-
 

Understand why there is a higher proportion of 
reported violations per head in country x than 
elsewhere

-
 

Reduce reported violations in all countries by x% 
every year

Einstein said “If I were given one hour to save 
the planet, I would spend 59 minutes defining 
the problem and one minute resolving it”
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation

What gets measured gets done - be careful!
Start with the behaviour you want to see, then 
measure something to drive that behaviour
Just because you can measure something 
doesn’t mean you should
Be very careful with proxy measures - is it a 
true proxy?
Every measure takes effort - it’s better to have 
a few great measures than lots of mediocre 
ones
Decide what to change and take action
Tweak the measures over time
If a measure changes over time, is this good or 
bad?
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Common Monitoring Requirements from Common Monitoring Requirements from 
Recent CIAs*Recent CIAs*

Speaker Programs
Rep ride-along
Emails
Rep call notes
Rep expenses / meals with HCPs
Samples distribution
Medical information enquiries
HCP Message recall (from rep visits)
Others not in all CIAs

75
* CIA = Corporate Integrity Agreement (USA); for more information, 
see analysis of CIAs by Retta Riordan of Riordan Compliance LLC



What will you measure?What will you measure?

Numbers of compliance investigations
Numbers of calls to the reporting helpline
Payments to HCPs (will transparency 
reporting requirements help with this?)
Payments to third parties, including % paid 
to distributors
Rep expenses
Unsolicited requests for information and 
where they typically come from (region, 
therapy area, etc.)
Other metrics
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Further ReadingFurther Reading

If you are interested in “Big Data”, Harvard 
Business Review published several articles on 
this topic in their October 2012 issue
Harvard Business Press also published the 
book “Analytics at Work: Smarter Decisions, 
Better Results” by Thomas H. Davenport, 
Jeanne G. Harris and Robert Morison in 2010
For a different approach, try “Risk Intelligence”
by Dylan Evans, published in 2012 by Free 
Press: this book looks at developing the skill of 
gaining certainty over what you really know and 
the solidity of your information
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Building Effective Relationships Building Effective Relationships 
with the Businesswith the Business
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What are the Challenges Inherent to Building What are the Challenges Inherent to Building 
Effective Relationships with the Business?Effective Relationships with the Business?



•
 

“
 

It’s difficult to do”

Working In The Grey Area?Working In The Grey Area?Working In The Grey Area?

•
 

Situation unforeseen 
& not previously envisaged

•
 

Lack of precedent/ experience with this situation

•
 

Policy open to interpretation & not clear how it applies
•

 
Difficult to envisage how it might go wrong in future

•
 

Regulators don’t always enforce their own rules
•

 
The goal posts often shift

•
 

Time pressure, lack of facts, lack of confidence
•

 
Do we really understand the intent?



Other Challenges Re Partnership With The Other Challenges Re Partnership With The 
Business?Business?

Affinity to your 
original Home function

Confusion over exact nature of ECO role

E&C leadership can be lonely & isolating

ECO embedded 99% time in affiliate,
distant from other E&C.

Gratitude to  Affiliate leadership/ promoted to lead team

We want to be liked and part of a team

Confidence we know the business & policies well enough

Going with gut is very qualitative

Multiple & flexible definitions not always clear

Once agreed locally, pressure to get global 
support can force ECO into advocate role

Unsure how Functional leadership 

& career Aspirations impacted

What’s easy to say in Corporate doesn’t
necessarily translate into affiliate realities

Controls fly in face of “good”
customer experience

Charismatic senior leadershipat different  stages E&C maturity?

Can I really count on the function to back me up?

Feels like Geo LeaderExerts pressure

Controls inhibit innovation/ speed



How Can a Successful Compliance Leader How Can a Successful Compliance Leader 
Overcome Those Challenges?Overcome Those Challenges?



A Careful Balancing Act A Careful Balancing Act 

Objective Advice Maintain Credibility

Advisor Role
(Be relevant)

Protect Independence

Understand your Partner 
& Build Effective 

Relationships

Treat all partners the 
same

Going Native 

“Owner of Solution”

Lead  Advocate for 
the Business

Advocate Integrity

Recommend Avoid

Be Available

Knowing the Business

Who’s got the 
“monkey?”



Enable Ethical Business Decision MakingEnable Ethical Business Decision Making



Business Decision: Still implementable?Business Decision: Still implementable?

Takes Effort to Help Business Think Takes Effort to Help Business Think 
HolisticallyHolistically



Watch For The Watch For The ““PendulumPendulum””!!

Helping people to 
make difficult decisions

in difficult situations

Recalibrate continually

Police
Take a stand

Elevate

Business
Partner
Enable 



Questions?Questions?
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